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The problems with screening
evidence and politics

what is screening?
• no symptoms of disease: well
• NHS: Guthrie tests, neonatal screening,
cervical, breast, bowel, aortic, fetal
• sort-of NHS: PSA screening
• cardiovascular risk screening : cholesterol,
blood pressure, smoking, age, Glc
• Screening in chronic disease - e.g.
depression screening, microvascular eye
disease in diabetes.
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non NHS screening
• ultrasound
• CT and MR
• ECG
• full blood count, liver function tests, thyroid
function, uric acid
• pulmonary function tests
• physical examination (including pelvic and
breast examination)
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screening for a deadly disease
• 1% of the population have a deadly disease
• a test for the disease is 90% accurate
• you test positive
• how likely are you to have the disease?
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90% likely?
• Not true.

• 1000 people, 10 (1%) have the disease
• 990 do not.
• The test is 90% accurate for diseased
people, ie will pick up 9/10 cases.
• also 10% of 990 healthy people will be
positive, when they’re not = 99.
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deceptive screening stats
• so positive cases = 99+9 = 108
• but only 9 people had the disease.
• so a positive test means a less than 10%
chance of having the disease (9/108)
• Screening tests and their results can be
counterintuitive
• the maths isn’t hard, but believing a ‘good’
test is pretty poor can be difficult.
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I think: at the moment
• screening results in harm because of
overdiagnosis and overtreatment
• screening is politically rather than clinically
motivated
• we don’t explain screening fairly
• our failure to offer screening as a choice is
the ‘last reserve of unethical practice’
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Life and style- Guardian
Web

When Birmingham City FC managing
director Karren Brady went for a routine
health check, it changed her life - and
almost certainly saved it. Here she talks
about the emergency brain surgery that
followed
Life and style
Web

The next day I was at my desk when they
called to say the radiologist had discovered a
brain aneurysm - a potentially fatal weakening
in a brain artery that could rupture at any
time...The main risks were rupture during the
procedure, bleeding or a stroke during or after
surgery, which could leave me disabled or
dead. I still have about a 5% risk of stroke
which doesn't sound a lot, but when you're
faced with it, it's bloody awful.

The
Guardian
It was just fate
that
I decided to go for a health screening, and
I am incredibly grateful I did. I had had an allergic reaction,
probably to
nuts,
and wanted to get to the bottom of it so I
User
comments
went to a company called Preventicum that offers state-ofthe-art screening, including a full-body MRI scan. I
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The Prostate Centre
• A tale of two brothers
This is the tale of two brothers, Chris (64) and Jon (61), who happened to be diagnosed with prostate cancer within
a few months of each other. Chris takes up the story:

For me, the start was a routine medical check-up in the
summer of ‘07, something I know I had postponed for at least a
couple of years...Jon had been resisting family pressure to get
his PSA test done for some time – full-time work and a busy
life, etc...We’re both doing better than expected in the
“continence department” ...My medical check cost me hundreds
of pounds – a PSA test can however be done on request free
of charge at a GP’s surgery. Bearing in mind we experienced
absolutely no prior symptoms of our prostate cancers, both Jon
and I consider ourselves the luckiest lads alive for having
caught our conditions in good time – despite our delaying
tactics!”
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•A smear test would have
saved my life
After being refused a routine cervical screening because she was ‘too young’,
Katie Brickell was diagnosed with terminal cervical cancer at 23. Two years
on she is campaigning to save the lives of other young women – and living
her own life to the full
The receptionist said I didn’t need a smear until I was 20. The next
year I went back and she told me that the government had changed
the age threshold to 25 so I still didn’t need one. I checked with my
GP and was reassured. If the government and doctors tell you
something, you accept it, don’t you?
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1 of 38 people found the following review helpful

1.0 out of 5 stars
Rubbishing Homeopathy doesn't bode well for this
book
Margaret McCarthy wrote in the Daily Mail on June 19th
as a means of promoting this book: "The problem is:
homeopathy is bunk"
If this is the opinion of someone in the medical
profession, it shows a total unwareness of the subject
of energy medicine, a subject known to be in the
vangaurd of up to date medical knowledge.
What faith can one place in such an author?
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